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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Nowadays, Indonesia has been hit by karaoke
fever, we can see the need of a new karaoke places
in some areas. Competition in the field of karaoke in
Jakarta is now very fierce, we can make sure that we will
have many rivalries on karaoke business. But, for most
people, karaoke is quite expensive. Unfortunately, most
of the people get low income. This limitation makes them
reluctant to spend money just for karaoke. But at some
mall in the Jakarta area there are karaoke box that fits for
two persons. With just 2500 IDR per song, most of people
tend to choose this kind of karaoke box rather than rent
a big karaoke room. There are many advantages. One of
them is they still can hang out at the mall because, the
karaoke box located inside the mall. But are they satisfied?
With the price of 2500 IDR, they can only sing one song.
If they want to sing another two or three songs or maybe
more, they have to add 2500 IDR per song. On the other
hand, they should pay for the parking fee or another public
transportation such as bus or taxi.
So, we found a new innovation called CAR-OKE!
What is exactly CAR-OKE! ? CAR-OKE! is a karaoke car
that placed above the truck. CAR stands for car or vehicle,
while OKE, we took it from the word karaoke.

Moreover, we use the OKE words to describe something
cool or amazing. We will modify the truck to become a
mini truck for the karaoke box, which can move to one
to another places. It is so simple. We will provide three
boxes or three rooms for the people to sing because we
prioritize the user or our consumer. With affordable price,
our consumers will be able to enjoy our whole facilities.
CAR-OKE! Would move around JABODETABEK in every
four days. By using our facilities in CAR-OKE! Consumers
don’t have to spend much money by going to the mall just
to enjoy the karaoke. For the opening, CAR-OKE! Would
just use 2 medium trucks.
CAR-OKE! would be at the PENSI or the art
performances that held by many high schools, night market,
any kinds of street show or the governmental activities.
CAR-OKE! would also concern about the cleanliness of
the truck and the boxes. Cleanliness is the most important
thing in our business. All of the truck would be a nonsmoking trucks or boxes. CAR-OKE gives and provides
what consumer wants and needs, CAR-OKE! Would be
satisfying because the design of CAR-OKE! Is cool and
different!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Company Mission
Go around 70% of areas surround Jakarta. Fulfill or facilitate
the wants of Jakarta and its surrounding community
(JABODETABEK).

Company Vision
To become one company that can facilitate the wants of people
surround JABODETABEK.

COMPANY SUMMARY
COMPANY STRUCTURE
This is an individual business or company.
My company has two team which one is servicing customer
on the road and the other one is those who work in the
office.
The combination of the basic team I need One accountant
and one marketing.Then, I will hire drivers for the purpose
of driving the truck. The operator for the operation of
the karaoke set or machine. For the office, we need
accountant/tax manager, marketing , and office boys.
By numbers of
employees :
1 manager
1 accountant/tax manager
2 drivers
2 karaoke operators
1 office boy
1 marketing
Those who will go
mobile are :
Drivers
Operators

Those who work
in office are :
Manager
Accountant
Marketing
Office boy

THE STRUCTURE
OF THE
MANAGEMENT

COMPANY SUMMARY
The Truck

COMPANY OFFICE AND
BUSINESS EQUIPMENTS
The Office
The office will be located in Wisma Slipi, Jl. S. Parman
Kav. 12 Slipi.By that place I can have a large space of
parking lot for my trucks and also a safety insurance from
the building. The size of the office will be 17m square. Our
office equipments consist of 4 small tables, 1 big table, 5
regular chairs, 1 manager chair, 2 set of computer (mouse,
keyboard, monitor), 1 A3/A4 printer, 3 telephone, 1 fax.
AIR
CONDITIONING

Video

Record

TV

Karaoke machine

2 Mics

At start I will have two trucks with the specification of 6
meters long and 2.3 meters wide. Each truck is going to
have a major modification in both interior and exterior. The
truck has two main parts the first is the head of the truck
where the drivers are. The other part is the box of the truck.
The modification of the head of the truck will be the body
colour (blue) with a paintbrush of graphics elements. While
the box will be parted into three rooms, each room is 1.3m
x 2.3 m. In each room there is a ventilation hole that is
connected into a central air conditioning.
The exterior modification of the truck box I will have a
folded tent attached from the left side , the purpose for
the side tent is for the waiting customer and for our mobile
cashier . The cashier will only consist of 1 chair and 1 table.
All packed into the truck before the take off drive.
In each room the modification will have a full equipment of
karaoke (television 24inch, karaoke set, microphones). The
furniture I will have a folded chair so it won’t take so much
space. And a cam record for recording purposes with extra
charge. The box will be sealed with soundproof system.

SERVICE
OR
PRODUCT
OFFER

Mobile Karaoke
Our main service is to provide a unique Karaoke experience with affordable
price for such a music entertainment. By updating our service with new
songs and familiar with many customers that are fit with the company’s target
market. We provide two trucks that will operate on different area.

Book Event
We also provide another service. Customers may book us for any special
occasions. We will charge the customers with still an affordable price. The
service just available for JABODETABK areas only. Because we could not
maintain the areas outside the JABODETABEL areas. Maybe we will operate
to wider areas in our third year’s business.

Ads Space
Another service that we can
provide is an advertisement
space. It is available for
any companies that want
to make an advertisement
about their products or
services. We allowed
companies to make an
advertisement in this ways:

+The advertisement of the product or service of one or
more particular companies, will be played as a screen
saver in the television before customer start the karaoke
+We well display the product of one or more particular
companies in the karaoke room without extra cost
+We will print the product of one or more particular
companies in the employee’s uniforms
+We will print the product of one or more particular
companies in our merchandise t-shirt
+We will put the poster of the product or service inside the
karaoke rooms

COMPANY VALUES
ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYONE

COMPLETE FACILITIES WITH AFFORDABLE PRICES

Entertainment with affordable price

Grand and full karaoke facilities

Provide facility for middle low
community

High quality karaoke set and television

They can use our service no
matter what their job is

Air-conditioned room and we don’t
allowed people to smoke inside the room
Clean and comfortable karaoke rooms
High technology of recording that
can be formatted to VCD

KEY TO SUCCESS

The keys to success according to us are as follow:

Location
Any locations that we are going to visit have to fulfill the
size of the truck so that the truck can park on the road of
the cities or areas that we are going through. That we are
going to visit should be densely populated areas.

Permit
The most important is the approval from the head of
the neighborhood. If we don’t get the permission or the
approval, we cannot visit the area or the location.

Karaoke set
Karaoke set that we use, should be a modern and update
so we won’t upset the consumer that use our service.

COMPANY SWOT AND
COMPETITORS ANALYSIS
CAR-OKE! SWOT

COMPETITORS

Strength

K-box (Karaoke in Box)

We practically can move our “facilitations”. We don’t need a
building to rent and modified as the karaoke place. We are
the one that would come and visit the communities or the
consumers. So they don’t need to visit and looking for us.

Weakness

Our trucks use solar as the fuel and the price of the solar
is unpredictable. Our business can easily copied by the
competitor.

Opportunity

Karaoke business would always be “on” and lots of people
would seek any karaoke place to fulfill their hobby or just
need a relaxing time. But middle-down people may not
afford the price that offered by karaoke services. And there
still less of middle-down people that have the interested in
karaoke or music entertainment.

Threat

Competitor, weather, equipments error, riot.

K-box or karaoke box exist and have different concept as
Inul Vizta. Karaoke box have a simple concept than Inul
Vizta. You just have to sit down, choose your song and
sing your choices of the songs. Karaoke box don’t sell
drinks for the customers. The price of the service provide
by K-Box is affordable, it suits with K-Box target market.
The price of the song is only 2,500 IDR. The price suits with
K-Box target market which is the middle low community.
Usually, this kind of karaoke box placed in many malls in
the city that their other target market are the middle high
community.

COMPANY SWOT AND
COMPETITORS ANALYSIS
COMPETITORS
Inulvizta
(Source: http://www.vizta.co.id)
Inul Vizta Karaoke is a modern concept of Karaoke that
placed as a trendy Karaoke place. Inul Vizta target market
is to fulfill a middle low community that have the desire to
sing, have a place to hang out with some friends or having
a fun time and partying in a cozy yet fun, comfortable and
safe. But with affordable price, since the target market are
from middle low community. As seen from the facilities, kind
of services and the price of the rooms, this karaoke retail
industry divided into two categories. The first category is for
the executive and the second category is for family. These
two kinds of karaoke categories have their own advantages
and disadvantages. Vizta took those advantages and
disadvantages and mix it to make a whole new idea and
concept of karaoke experience.

MARKET ANALYSIS / TAPP

(TARGET AUDIENCE PERSONALITY PROFILE)
Demographic
Our main target market is middle-down community. But it
won’t close the possibility for us to visit area with middleup community. Because, the middle-down community
needs affordable music entertainment such as karaoke and
they don’t need to spend another transportation cost or
parking cost. And most of them don’t have the karaoke set
or facilities at their home. Our target marker is youths and
adults.

Adult:

Geographic
The area that I’m going to visit is JABODETABEK.
JABODETABEK stands Jakarta Bogor Depok Tangerang
Bekasi. JABODETABEK is the most populated area in
Indonesia. Almost all of the ethnic groups are found in
JABODETABEK.

Age: 30 – 50
Gender: Male and Female
Income: Rp.250.000 – Rp.2.500.000
Occupation: Office Boy, Farmer, Shop man, Coolie, Sales,
Civil Servant
Education: Senior High School, University, Diploma

Youths:

Age: 14 – 26
Gender: male and female
Income: < Rp.250.000
Occupation: Student, Mechanic, Courier.
Education: Primary School, Junior High School, Senior
High School, Diploma, University.

MARKET ANALYSIS / TAPP

(TARGET AUDIENCE PERSONALITY PROFILE)
Psychographic
Adult
Activities:

Youths
Activities:

Working but low job difficulty. The job is not too hard. So
they have leisure and spare time to watching television or
listening to the radio. Having some Karaoke thing.

While learning, they mostly work to get additional money.
And their lifestyle and fashion is affected or influenced by
music. After work or school they love going out to mall.

Karaoke, Indonesian music (Dangdut , Melayu Pop , Pop
and Rock),Cheap entertainment

Cheap music entertainment.
Karaoke.
Beautiful and handsome artists.

Interests:

Opinions:

Karaoke is the most fun music facilities.
Indonesian music is very influential their life.

Attitudes:

Relax, stress, ignorant, polite, friendly, cheerful.

Value:

Value anything that unique, new and cheap.

Interests:

Opinions:

Music is very influential their life.
Dancing while karaoke.

Attitudes:

Relax, Sexual oriented, Exciting, cheerful.

MARKET ANALYSIS / TAPP

(TARGET AUDIENCE PERSONALITY PROFILE)
Behaviorlistic
Benefits sought:
As the first mobile karaoke truck, we want our consumers see and feel that our karaoke truck is really understand what
they want and needs. With affordable price, they can enjoy our facilitation that we guarantee will satisfy them. We have
equipped and many kind of songs that they would like. And with our facility that called video record where they can record
their expression while they are singing the song, consumers will see that we are the complete facilitations in the mobile
karaoke entertainment.

Usage Rate:
In six days period, we will visit two areas. After we visit two areas, we will move to other areas. And that would be our
cycle.

Brand loyalty:
We want people to see our company as an affordable, cheap yet sophisticated music entertainment in terms of our
service, hygiene and environment that they trust. And the first mobile karaoke in Indonesia.

User status:
First timer and they will be our loyal consumers.

Occasions:
After working day and during weekends.

MARKETING STRATEGY
My target market is a middle low community in Jakarta
scope. This community usually doesn’t have much income
from their jobs or works. They also don’t have complete or
luxurious facility in their home. For example the karaoke
set because they can’t afford it. This middle low community
usually lives in the suburban or rural areas in Jakarta.

can request us to come visit their area. They can write it
on our wall in the account. They also can give us many
suggestions or idea about our business. It will not close the
probability that our business can grow by their suggestions
or ideas.

Internet

Advertising

JABODETABEK is one of the areas that use the Internet
often and routine. Almost in every side of the cities, we can
see many internet facilities such as Café that provide the
wifi service or wifi provider, offices and the place that offers
us internet facilities with our own private computer pc. What
kind of site from the internet that they usually open or use?
From my research, many people nowadays are having
the Facebook account. And they often open their account
through Facebook and they can connect everywhere. They
can met new friends, meet own friends, or even gain new
knowledge or new information from Facebook. But, not all
of the middle low adults gave a Facebok account. Thus,
before we operate or promote the advertising in Facebook,
we would make a group in Facebook. A group that contain
information and knowledge about K-Box itself. By inviting
many people from the Facebook accounts to join our group,
we will promote our brand business which is K-Box. We
will give information of routes that we are going to take and
by our account in Facebook, many people or our customer

Magazines, newspapers and bulletins are a common
media that people may read almost everyday, it is very
possible that the kind of magazines, newspapers and
bulletins of the middle low community is different with
magazines, newspapers and bulletins read by middle
high community. Of course the layout and the price
of those media are different. This difference will bring
advantage for us. Because, the advertisement cost on
those magazines, newspapers and bulletins are relatively
low. Our advertisement also can be seen by many people
that bought magazines, newspapers and bulletins. For
the tabloids, I will put my advertisement in Tabloid Gaul.
For the newspaper, I will put my advertisement in Poskota
and Lampu Merah, While for the magazine; I will put my
advertisement in HAI! Magazine.

MARKETING STRATEGY
Networking
Other companies or I will not close the probability for many
parties that want to put their advertisement in my karaoke
truck. Other companies can put their advertisement about
their company in my karaoke truck so that many people
that live on the area that passed by our truck, can see the
advertisement and it can encourage whether they want to
come and try the karaoke box on the truck or they want
to buy the products that offers by the company. Or by the
RT/RW of the areas that my trucks are going to passing
through. It is the same as the schools, universities and
promoters of the concerts.

Radio
I will cooperate with many kinds of radio stations that
always been listing by middle low community. Because,
they are very often listens to the radio while doing
something.

OPERATION STRATEGY
Weekdays
My truck will be starting to hit the road approximation at 11
am. They will depart from my office located in Pluit. And the
estimation time that the crews will arrive to the destination
area approximately at 12 pm. The crews will operate at the
particular area for about 10 hours. At 10 pm, the crews will
go back to the central office at Pluit so they can back to
their own home and get some rest.

Weekend
My truck will be starting to hit the road approximation at 10
am. We will start earlier because maybe many customers
will be waiting for us, because usually at weekend, many
people are having their relaxation time and they want to get
entertainment. And the estimation time that the crew will
arrive at the destination area approximately at 11 pm. The
crews will operate at the particular area for about 12 hours.
At 11 pm, the crews will go back to the central office at Pluit
so they can back to their own home and get some rest.
The operation system will start right after the crews arrive
at the area that they are going to go. After the crews settle
the truck, customers will come to the truck and start to
begin the operation of the karaoke box. First, the customer
will come to the cashier or the operation to ask for some

coins for the service. Every single coin cost 1,000 IDR can
they can play or sing one song. If they want to sing more
than one song, they have to ask for other coins. After the
customer got the coins, the operator will show the customer
where the rooms are and which room would be the
customer’s room for today. Then, after they all are arrive
at the room, the operator will show the customers how to
operate the karaoke set, the computer, the television and
the microphone. Customer will pick the song or songs that
they are willing to sing at the karaoke room. Then, they can
start to sing. Our business doesn’t provide drinks at the
daily operation because we don’t want to make other little
stores among our truck will losing customers. And our main
concentration is giving karaoke service to the customer
that needed the affordable entertainment. If in the middle
of the song and the customers want to add more songs,
they can go to the cashier and ask for some coins. After the
customers finish their songs, they can go to the cashier and
show their coins, and the cashier will count how much the
customers sing the songs and the customers will pay based
on the total amounts of the coins. And it will remain the
same for the other customers.

PRICELIST

PRICELIST
Ticket :
1,000 IDR per 1 songs / coin
Video Record :
6,000 IDR
Book event :
3,000,000 IDR
Merchandise :
t-shirt 20,000 IDR

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
EXPENSES AND CASHFLOW
Performa Income Statement

This company has received 894,960,000 IDR at the first year of its
operation. It comes from:
- Advertisement
10,000,000 IDR per month
120,000,000 IDR per year times 2 truck become 240,000,000
- Karaoke
1,000 IDR per song. 20 songs per hour. 3 rooms are available
60 x 1,000 IDR = 60,000 IDR x 10 hours = 600,000 IDR
600,000 IDR x 2 trucks = 1,200,000 IDR
1,200,000 IDR x 21 days (remaining 5 days are for rental) =
25,200,000 IDR
25,200,000 IDR x 12 months = 302,400,000 IDR
-Video Recording
6,000 IDR per one record. Estimate persons that record per day
would be 5 persons.
6,000 IDR x 5 = 30,000 IDR per day
30,000 IDR x 26 days = 780,000 IDR per month
780,000 IDR x 2 trucks = 1,560,000 IDR
1,560,000 IDR x 12 months = 18,720,000 IDR
-Booking One Whole Truck
3,000,000 IDR per day x 5 times per month = 15,000,000 IDR
15,000,000 IDR x 12 = 180,000,000 IDR per year
180,000,000 IDR x 2 trucks = 360,000,000 IDR per year
-T-Shirt Merchandise
100 x 20,000 IDR = 2,000,000 per month
2,000,000 IDR x 12 = 24,000,000 IDR per year

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Cost of Goods Sold came from:
- Truck
2 @ 182,000,000 IDR
- TV LCD TCL 24”
6 @ 2,000,000 IDR
- Karaoke Set
6 @ 2,800,000 IDR
- Mic AIWA
18 @ 45,000 IDR
- Cam Record Aiptek
6 @ 1,149,000 IDR
- Blank CD
60 @ 1,000 IDR
- Office Equipment
- Generator
2 @ 25,000,000 IDR
- Employee’s Uniform
- Truck Modification
2 @ 15,000,000 IDR

364,000,000 IDR
12,000,000 IDR
16,800,000 IDR
810,000 IDR
6,894,000 IDR
60,000 IDR
10,000,000 IDR
50,000,000 IDR
1,000,000 IDR
30,000,000 IDR

TOTAL COGS

491,564,000 IDR

Expenses
- Selling, general and administrative Expenses
- Business Registration Fee
8,000,000 IDR
- Permission letter + security
8,000,000 IDR
- Depreciation Expense
Truck depreciate 10% from the buying price
- Salaries Expense
- 1 accountant
2,000,000 IDR
- 2 drivers
2,000,000 IDR
- 2 operator/cashier
2,000,000 IDR
- 1 marketing
2,000,000 IDR
- 1 office boy
1,000,000 IDR
- 1 managers
4,000,000 IDR
- Incentives Expense
12,000,000 IDR per year
- Advertisement Expense
6,000,000 IDR per month = 72,000,000 IDR per year

- Water and Electricity Expense
1,700,000 IDR per month = 20,400,000 IDR per year
- Rent Expense
150,000 IDR/m2 x 17 = 2,250,000 IDR per month
- Insurance Expense
2 cars = 4,000,000 IDR per year
- Operational Expense
- Truck service
8,000,000 IDR
- Solar and gas
30,000,000 IDR
- Miscellaneous Expense
Print t-Shirt
9,600,000 IDR
At the second year, we add or buy one more truck to increase our
performance in the community or the customer. So, the expenses are
gaining, according to the expenses that needed in one truck. Also we hire
some employees such as operator and driver due to the operation of the
business.

Performa Cash Flow

Cash from operating activities came from the karaoke and recoding
purposes only:
- Karaoke
302,400,000 IDR
- Recording 18,720,000 IDR

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Performa Balance Sheet

The assets we got from the sales received in the first year and the second
year.
Current assets
-Cash we got from the cash balances as the result of the cash balance from
the cash flow from operating activities
-Supplies we get from our business purposes
Fixed asset
Truck is our main vehicle that helps the operating activity of the business
I don’t have account payable because I don’t borrow money either from the
bank or from the investors. I decide to invest my own money as the capital
of my company. Earnings come from the cash received.

Break-Even Point
Total Cost
891,164,000 IDR + 209,100,000 IDR = 1,100,264,000 IDR
(Total Cost / Total Profit) x 1 month
(1,100,264,000 IDR / 407,043,000 IDR) x 1 month
= 3 months

CONCLUSION
We hope that Car-OKE! can give more entertainment to the
middle low community around Jakarta or JABODETABEK. We
provide the service with affordable price so that the customers
and the people have the encourage to try this karaoke service
without any doubt of the price lists. They want to have good
entertainment with affordable price and we provide it for
them. And also the customers don’t have to add extra cost
for Car-OKE! because we come for them. We have a great
possibilities and opportunities to make customer satisfy
because we aim for customer satisfaction. Even though this
kind of service has already spread all over the country but
we believe that we are the pioneer of this business. And this
advantage can make our business grow from year to year and
we can gain our customer satisfaction.

VISUAL

